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Asymptotic Expansions of Distribution Solutions
of Some Fuchslan Hyperbolic Equations

By

Gesare PARENTI* and Hidetoshl TAHARA**

Introduction

in [3] a class of Fuchslan hyperbolic operators has been con-
sidered and a general result was given concerning the structure of
distribution solutions defined in a full neighborhood of a point of
the characteristic hypersurface t = Q. The operators treated in [3] are
strictly hyperbolic for t^0e

Our aim is to consider in this paper the more general case where
the operators are strictly hyperbolic only for t^>Q, For some results
in this direction, see Bernardi [!]„ In this Introduction we state our
main result in a particular, but typical, example.

Consider the following operator :

(0. i) p= (tdty-t £ d*+a(t, x)tdt+ £ h(t, x)tds.+7(t, *)
3=1 3 j = l 3

defined on some neighborhood O of the origin in RtxR% (the coe-
fficients are supposed to be in C°° (£?)),

We explicitly remark that the results contained in [3] cannot be
applied directly to the operator (0. 1), since P is hyperbolic only for

Denote by PI(X), p2M the roots of the indicial equation

(0.2)

and denote by @'+ the set of all germs of distributions u(t,x) defined
on some Qf H U^>0} , with Qr an open neighborhood of (t=09x = Q)e

Then we have the following result,
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Theorem. Suppose that:

1 I
2 2

Then :
i) Every u£E&'+for which Pu = Q has the asymptotic expansion as

(0.3) M(f ,*)~ Z E ..
j=l,2 k=l h=Q

x*"w+M(logOM
/or ^07720 unique germs of distributions <pi(x)9 <p2(x) defined near x = 09

where the LJtkth(x, 3J are linear differential operators (with smooth coeffi-

cients) depending only on P.
ii) Conversely, for every germs <pi(x), <p2(x) there exists a unique germ

satisfying Pu = Q and having the asymptotic expansion (0.3) as

The precise meaning of the expansion (0. 3) will be defined in
Sect. 3.

The example (0. 1) is a particular case of the class of operators
we will consider. Actually we shall prove that asymptotic expansions
as (0. 3) hold for solutions of equations of the following form :

pu= £ aJta(t,X}(tdtY(tmdxru = ̂  t>09

where k is a positive integer (in the case (0.1) & = 2)0 For precise
definitions, see Sect. 1.

It is worth to mention that asymptotic expansions like (0. 3) were
established first in [5] for C°°-solutions on £>0. The possibility of
passing from C°° to distribution solutions relies on two essential results :
an extendability theorem, which is proved in Sect. 2, and the local
representation formula proved in [3],

§ 1. Class of Operators

We consider operators P of the form:

j+\a\<,m

defined on some box [0, T[x(/CjRf xUj, where U is a neighborhood
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of x = Q and 0<T<+oo; m and k are positive Integers,,
We shall make the following assumptions on P :

I) flmi0^0 on [0?T[xt7.
ii) For every j, a, fl^eC-QO, T[xt7) nC°([0, T[xI7)

and has the following expansion

(1.2) «y..~ £«,...«(*) *"*, as f - >0 + ,
/=0

for some aJiail^C°°(U), />0. The expansion (1.2) means that for
every N^Z+ and for every h^Z+ we have:

(1 .3 ) **-™d?|>y.«(f, *) -Z fl/.a.iOO*'"] - >0
z=o

in (T (IT) as J->0 + .
When & = 1? the expansion (1.2) is equivalent to say that aJta&C™

([05T[XC7).

iii) For every (t, x, f ) e [0, T[ X U X (JSn\0) , the polynomial

* - > E fl,.a(f,*W
j+ |a |=m

has m real distinct roots 2X(^, x? 6), . . . , ̂ m(^ x> f)«
We denote by (Pj/j ( [0, T[ X C7) the class of all operators as Pa

For any Pe0f/fe([09 T[ X f/) we define the indicial polynomial by

(1.4) /p(*;i0)=Sfl,.o(0,*)/o'.y=o

The roots of 7P(x ; p) will be denoted by PI(X), . . . , pm(x)e We observe
that the change of variables (t, x) -» (^1/fe, A:) transforms operators P In
the class $J/fe into operators P6E0J" and we have the identity

(1.5) I*(x;p)=IP(x

In Sect. 2 we shall consider only the case k = \ and we need operators
defined in a full box neighborhood ~\-T,T[xU of (t = Q,x = Q) and
satisfying conditions I)^iii) on ]-T3T[xf7. We denote by ®i(]-T,
T[xf/) the class of such operators and remark that every Pe0f

([0, T[XC/) has an extension PG0?(]-T9T[_XlD.

§2e Extendablllty Results

In this Section we shall prove some preliminary results to our
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main theorem.

Theorem 1. Let Pe^rQ-T, T[xU) and suppose that the roots

PjWy j = 1? • • • ? ̂ 9 of the indicial polynomial satisfy the condition :

(2. 1) ft(0) € {- 1, -2, . . . , -ii, . . .} , ./= 1, . . . , HI.

TAtfft, /or every distribution we^'QO, e[x<y)5 z0£jA <w <z neighborhood of
x = 0 and ]0,e[Xa>c]0, 7"[ X £7, /or zuAwA Pw = 0 ora ]0,e[X£y, there

exists a distribution v such that :
1) v is defined on some neighborhood ] -e', s'[ Xft/c] — T1, T[xf7 o/

^ or^'w ^^rf Pv = Q on ]— e', e'[Xfi/.

2) y |]O iE
/[Xffl / = :M |]0,e'[x<y> -

The proof will follow from some lemmas.

Lemma 1. Let Pe^fQ -T5 T[x(7) flwrf to M<E^'( ]0 ,e[x<y)
iw the statement of Theorem L Then there is a distribution

such that:

i) supp(^)

ii) w ho,e'[xffl' = M |]o,e'[x<B' for some neighborhood ]0 J £ / [Xa> / C]0 5 £[Xcy e

Lemma 2o Let PG0?(]—T,T[xU) and suppose that the roots

PjW> j=ly-*9m9 of the indicial polynomial satisfy the condition :

(2.2) ft(*) <£{-!, -2,...,-*,...}, ;•=!,. . . , ,H , xe=U.

Then, for every f<= 2 ' (] - T, T[ X f/) wf /A supp (/) C {* = 0} , there exists

a unique gG&'(]-T9T[xLT) with supp(^) C {^ = 0} such that Pg=f
on ]-r?TtxC7.

We now show how the two lemmas imply Theorem 1.

Proof of Theorem 1. Given u as in the statement, let w^

@f(Rty.Rn') be as in Lemma 1. Put u = w |]_e/,6'[xa>' and let/=Pw. Then
/eS7Q— e^e^Xo 7) with supp(/) C f ̂  = 0} . By shrinking a)' and
taking into account (2.1), we can suppose that condition (2.2) holds
for every xEia)'B Application of Lemma 2 yields a distribution

' (]-£ / ,e /[Xtw /) with supp (g) C {£ = 0} and Pg=f. By defining
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v=u— g, the theorem Is proved.

We now prove the Iemmas0

Proof of Lemma la By a modification of P outside a neighborhood
of the origin we can suppose that P e <Pj" (] — T? T[ X Rn) with constant
coefficients ajia for |£| + |#l large enough,, By using a bounded
domain of dependence argument and partial hypoellipticity of P for

we can suppose that H<EC°°(]09 e[ ; @'(Rn)} and P^ = 0 on

We now prove that for every K^Rn there exists a positive number

a such that :

(2.3) *•<«(*, . ) , P C O ^ O U ) , as t— *0 + ,

uniformly with respect to bounded sets of <p£=.
It is easy to show that property (2. 3) implies the extendability

of u and hence the lemma.
Now let us fix K^Rn

B By a cut-off argument we can find a
distribution ycEC°°(]09 e[ ; //—(«*)) such that Pz; = 0 on ]0?s[xEn and

w = y on ]05e[xJL
Now, following [2 ; pc 185], define

(2. 4) »JW= (M)*-*-^^^!)^ * = 1, - - - , m, j= 1, - - - , m-A + 1,

where ^= (1 4- |D, |2)1/2
0

The vector ?= (^^ 0 0 . 5 ̂ 9 »{», . . . , »« ! , . . . , ^) e C°°(]03 e[ ;
H-°°(Rn)N), N = m(m + l)/2, satisfies a first order system on ]03e[xJSn:

(2.5) INtdj>=tA(t,x9D3t)v+B(t9x,Dx)v,

where :
i) A (t, x^ D J is an NxN matrix of classical pseudodifferential

operators of order 1 (depending smoothly on £e[ — 7", T] and satis-
fying uniform estimates on (x, £ ) ) . The principal symbol of A has
the following form

m

(2.6) ^01) (*,*,£) =
N-rn
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where the matrix A'(t, x, 0 has the roots ^/(£, #, f), j = 1, . . . 3 m, as
eigenvalues.

ii) B (t, x, Dx} is an NxN matrix of classical pseudo differential
operators of order 0 (depending smoothly on t^\_ — T7, T] and satis-
fying uniform estimates on (x, ? ) ) .

For any 0>0, define va=tav ; then va satisfies the system:

on ]0,fl[x/Z»,

To prove (2. 3) it will be enough to show that there exists
such that :

(2.8) t<vm(t, •), ?(-)>^-xir = 0(l), as * - >0 + ,

uniformly with respect to bounded sets of <f>^H°°(Rn)N and a>aQe

For the adjoint system 0ft = —INtdt — tA*—(B*+(a+l)IN') and for
every ^^]0,£[9 consider the following Cauchy problem:

. on ]0,e[X/B-,

Since for Z>0 ^* is a symmetrizable hyperbolic system (see e.g. [6])3

we know that (2.9) has a unique solution ^seC~(]05e[ ; H°°(Rn)N).

For every (j, 5) e^= {(j, 5) |0<j<5l<s} from the identity

we get the relation :

(2. 10) *<?.(

To prove (2. 8) it is enough to show that for any k^Z+ and any
bounded subset &dH°°(Rn)N we have

(2.11)

(|| • || means here the L2-norm).
We prove (2.11) by induction on k. Denote by R(t,x,D^) an

NxN matrix of classical pseudodifferential operators of order 0
(depending smoothly on t and satisfying uniform estimates on (#, £) )
such that :
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I) tfoCff)(*5#5?) is a symmetrlzer for ^ C4 *)(£ ,# ,?)•
ii) R = R*.

iii) There exists a ^>0 for which (R$, <jj) >^||^||2 for every

0£^L2(Rn)N and any fe[0,e].
(For the existence of j? see e.g. [6]).

To simplify notation we write <f> instead of </>s . We have :

(2. 12) t-^-W, fa = -t( (RA*

- 2 (a + 1

for some OO independent of ^ and ^G]03£[ e Taking into account
property iii) of R, from (2. 12) we obtain

(2.13) t

Choose a0>0 such that

(2.14) 00+1-— sup||/Zfl*(OII>0.
T *e[0.e]

Then for every a>aQ we obtain from (2e 13)

(2.15)

with a = C/r, j9 = 2 (a+ l ) -— sup ||/25*(OII>0. Inequality (2.15) is
r fet°-e]

equivalent to

(2.16) --(e

Integrating from s to 5 we get

and finally, by iii),

11^(5) ||2<le- sup
7 *e[0,E

which proves (2.11) for k = Q0
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Suppose now that (2.11) is proved up to k — 1. Then It is easy

to show that Ahips satisfies the following Cauchy problem :

Since [A*,A*]A-* and [J5*, A^A'^1 are of order 0, preceding as
above we obtain

(2. 18) t--tRAV, A*4>) <Cht\\Ay\\*+2\\RB*

-2(a + l) (RAty, A*4>) + C;p*-VII W\\

-2(a + l

for some Ck,C(^>0 (independent of <p and fe]0, s[) and for every
. By choosing 5 small enough and <z>a0 we get

(2.19)

for some at, j8j>-0.

By multiplying both sides of (2.19) for e~"s t * and integrating
from j to S we get

(2. 20)

, Ci

Since

—(V*~V <—
~^J'° *"&'

from (2.20) we obtain

<ea* sup 11/2(011 ||^||I+-- sup II^-V.
MS[0,e] Obk (»,S)eJ

By induction the above inequality implies (2.11). The proof of
Lemma 1 is completed.
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Proof of Lemma 2, Let /=Z/X*)®^ and g='EgJ(x)®d'tdt be

IP (x ; - AT) gtf _! =/v_! + L jv-i

two distributions with /,, g j < = @ ' ( a ) ) , j = Q,a..,N, N<=Z+, (DdU. We

remark that the operator P can be decomposed as

(2. 21) P = IP(x ; tdt) -tR(t, x, * 3f, 3X)

for some differential operator R with smooth coefficients.

Taking into account the identities

(2. 22) (*d»)'3ft= (- D'd +/)'3fr, j, / = 0, 1, . . . ,

it is easy to see that the equation Pg=fis equivalent to the following

triangular system :

(2.23)

where LJ9 j>0, are linear differential operators depending only on

P.

Under condition (2.2) system (2023) is uniquely solvable in

S /(o>)0 The proof of the lemma is now a trivial consequence of this

remark-

§ 3o Asymptotic Expansions

In this Section we prove the main result of this paper.,

Let Pe(Pj}s([0, T[xC/) and denote by 0'+ the set of all distribu-

tions defined on some open subset ]0, e[Xtyc]0? T[xf/9 CD being a

neighborhood of x = Q0 Then we have the following theorem,,

Theorem 28 Suppose that the roots of the indicial polynomial of P

satisfy the condition :

(3.1)

Then:

i) For every w€=.®'+ with Pu = 0 there exist uniquely determined germs
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of distributions <pjW, j = l , . . . , m , defined near # = 0? for which the
following asymptotic expansion holds as £-»0+ :

where the Ljjth(x, 9J <2r# linear differential operators (with smooth coeffi-
cients} depending only on P0

ii) Conversely, for every germs <PJ(X), j=l,...9m, there exists a
unique germ u^@'+ satisfying Pu = 0 and having the asymptotic expansion

(3.2) as £->0 + 8

Before proving the Theorem we make precise the meaning of the
asymptotic expansion (3. 2) .

If Me^'(]0,e[Xfl>) , we can suppose that ^e^'(o/), j=l, . . . , m,
for some neighborhood of the origin <y'co>. Since Pu = 0 on ]05e[Xtw5

by partial hypoellipticity we have weC°°(]03 e[ ; 3>'((o)}9 Moreover,
by condition (3. 1) and shrinking co' if necessary we can suppose
that the roots PJ(X) are smooth functions of #eEo>'.

Now the definition of (3, 2) is the following one. For every <2>0
there exists 7Vo>0 such that : for every N^>NQ and for every p^Z+ we

have

N I

1=1 h=Q

in S'(o/) as £—»0 + 0

Proof of Theorem 2. Let we S'(](), e[x<w) satisfy Pu = Q in ]0,

s[X<y. Consider the change of variables xCr, #) = (£ = £*, *)5 s^>Q. By
the remark in Sect. 1 the operator P is transformed to Pe$f and
we can actually suppose that Pe$f (] — 7"9 T\_ X<w) , T=e1/k. Then the
distribution fl(j, ^) =l*(u) satisfies Pw = 0 on ]0, T[Xft>. Application
of Theorem 1 yields the existence of a distribution y e S ' Q — T17,

such that Py = 0 on ] —T7, ^[Xcw7 and v=u on ]0,'

Now we use Theorem 2 in [3] and can represent v in the follow-
ing form :

(3. 3) v(s, x)=£
j=i
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for some germs ph $h j=l, . . . , m, of distributions defined near x = Q,

uniquely determined by v. To obtain (3. 3) from Theorem 2 in [3]

we use the fact that kph j = l , . . . , m , are the roots of the indicial

polynomial of P (see Sect. 1) and note that hypothesis (3. 1) is

equivalent to the hypothesis in Theorem 2 in [3]. The kernels

ry (X #, jy) are suitable distributions defined near s = 09 x=y = Q? satis-

fying the following conditions :

(3.4) 1) supp(r,)c{(j,*,jO
2) WF(r,)c{((j,*,*,

\x-y\<M\s\, \a\<M\r)l |f + >? I <M \s \ \j, \]

for some AO>0.
Furthermore, by the construction performed in [3] it follows that

every r, has an asymptotic expansion of the following form as .$•— >0 :

(3.5) ..
1=1 |a|=0

for some C°°-functions cjtla(x) defined in a common neighborhood
(odo) of x = Q. The meaning of the expansion (3.5) is the following
(noting that fy<EC°°(] -T", T'[ ; ^ '(c&xfl)) as a consequence of (3.4),
2)) : For every N, hEiZ+ we have

1=1 \a\=Q

in @'(&X(o) as |j|->0.
By restriction to j>0 we obtain from (38 3)

(3. 6) a(s, x) =

By using i~l and the expansions (3.5) we get (3.2) for M (£,#).
The uniqueness of the <PJ in (3. 2) is proved as follows.
Suppose that for some distributions <pj(x\ j=l, , . . ^m, defined on

some neighborhood w'da) of x = Q we have

(3.7) O-ZC&OO^ + f; £(LJJik(x, ^)^U))^U)+//*(logO f t]0
j=l 1=1 h=Q

We have to show that ^y = 0 near ^ = 0 for every j.

We can obviously rearrange the pj(x) in such a way that

(3.8) Ref t (0)=-=Re / 9 i l

= Re ̂ 1+ia(0) <-<Re

= -=Re/o J I I(0)
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and decompose accordingly {1, . . . , m] =Ii\JI2\J. . . U/y (disjoint union) .
We may assume that there exist real numbers nz1<O7z2<C"'<Owu-i such
that

rsup Reft(x)O?z,k < inf Re/o/(*)
(3.9) f57*

(inf Re/0/*)

^
From (3. 7) we obtain

in 0'(fl>') as £-»0 + for any
By taking ^ = 0,1, . . . , kl— I we get

rl i

(3.10)
PI

tPi

• o

in 2'(a)') as J->0 + . Since the matrix in (3.10) is invertible (by

(3.1)) we get ^/'"mWO in #'(o/) as *-»0+ for j=l, . . . , klm By
condition (3.9) we conclude that ^- = 0 on co' for j = l, . . . , Al9 As a
consequence, LJilih(x9 dx)<pj = Q on fi)' for every / and h and for j =
1,...,^!. Hence (3.7) is reduced to

1=1 h=o

Using the same procedure as above we conclude that ^- = 0 on
a)' for j = ki+l, . . . , ̂  + ^25 and so on. Thus, part i) in Theorem 2
is proved.

To prove ii), let <PJ(X) e^'(oi), j = l, . . . , m, and define

(3.11) K^*)=
j

By Theorem 2 in [3] it follows that Pv = 0 on some box ]— T"5

r ' [XG>7 (CW'CG;). By defining M= (x"1)*(»l(,>o1) we obtain we^;,
with Pu = Q, having the asymptotic expansion (3.2)0

To prove uniqueness we observe that if two distributions Mb

+ satisfy Pui = Pu2=Q on some box ]05e[xo> and if they have
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the same asymptotic expansion (3 8 2) 9 then Ui — u2 satisfies P (1^ — 1/2) = 0

on ]0, e [X<y and it is extendable as a C°° function in t up to £ = 0,

i.e. Mi-M2^C~([0,e'[; ^ '(«')) for some box [(^[Xa/cCO^Cxco.
Furthermore, HI — u2 is flat at t = Q. Hence9 application of the local

uniqueness results of [2,4] yields that Ui = u2 in a smaller boxB

Thus, Theorem 2 is proved.

§ 4, Examples and

(1) The result stated in the Introduction is a consequence of

Theorem 2.

(2) Let P^0fik(RtxR£). A consequence of our proof in Sect. 2

is that any distribution u defined in an open subset of Rf XU" near

a point (0, x0) of d(RfxR*) which satisfies Pu = Q is extendable as
a distribution in a full neighborhood of (0, XQ) . Moreover, if the

coefficients of P are smooth up to £ = 0 and if the roots PJ(X) of

the indicial polynomial satisfy the condition PJ(XQ) £ {— 19 — 2, . . .} ,

j = l , . . . , m , then M can be extended as a distribution solution w of

Pu = Q.

(3) Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2 we can define "boundary

values'3 of a solution u of Pu = Q by taking the leading coefficients

<Pi? - - • 3 9m of the asymptotic expansion (3. 2) of u.

(4) Let us consider the Fuchsian hyperbolic operators of weight

m — h>0 considered in [3]:

By combining the results in [3] with the arguments in Theorem 2

one can prove that every local distribution solution u of Pu = Q^

defined in some box ]0,£[Xft>, has an asymptotic expansion of the

form :

m—h—l

z [
j=Q

1=1 i=0

as ^->0 + j for some germs of distributions ^Os . . . , $m-h-i, 9i-> - - ° , 9h<>

provided the non trivial roots of the indicial polynomial ft ( # ) , . . . ,

Ph(x) satisfy the conditions: ft-(O) ffiZ, j = l , . . . , A and ft-(O) —
for every j,
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(5) The example P = t32
t-43C + adt + £ P&. + r is not included in

j=i J

our classes and has been already treated by Bernard! [1],
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